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Expression of Personal Experiences 3ES09

- Where do you want to go this Sunday?
- Why do you want to go there?
- What do you want to do there?
- Who do you want to go with?
- What other things do you do on Sundays?

Picture Description 3ES10

- (pointing to the boys running on the track) What are these children doing?
- (pointing to the boy in the green T-shirt) How does this boy feel?
- (pointing to the injured boy) What happens to this boy?
- (pointing to the boy in the blue T-shirt) Why is this boy happy?
- (pointing to the man running to the boy) What is the teacher doing?
- (pointing to the girls looking happy) Why do these children look happy?
Expression of Personal Experiences 3ES11

- What sport do you do?
- When do you _____? *(the sport the student has mentioned)*
- Who do you _____ with? *(the sport the student has mentioned)*
- What do you like eating?
- What food is good for you?
- What can you do if you want to be taller and stronger?

Picture Description 3ES12

Look at Picture 1:

- *(pointing to the boy at the back laughing)* What is this boy doing?
- *(pointing to the girl at the back looking angry)* How does this girl feel? Why?
- *(pointing to the girl asleep)* What is this girl doing? Why?

Look at Picture 2:

- Where are these girls?
- *(pointing to the girl crying)* How does this girl feel? Why?
- *(pointing to the next girl)* What is she saying to her friend?
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